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Rhymes with Shout



When the shooting of a young girl happens in their neighborhood, Cruz and his brother, Leon are forced to think about the gang they have tried to escape. The battle between Chief Boden and McLeod continues to escalate and Isabella convinces Mills to dress up for a fancy gala. Meanwhile, Lt. Casey is sad Dawson won't be coming by as much now that his parental duties are over, Shay is fed up with the firehouse and digs in deeper with Devon and Zoya's visa is expiring, prompting her to come up with an idea.
Quest roles:
Randy Flagler(Harold Capp), Sophia Bush(Erin Lindsay), Jason Beghe(Hank Voight), Larisa Polonsky(Zoya), Michelle Forbes(Gail McLeod), Jeff Hephner(Jeff Clarke), Mena Suvari(Isabella), Vedette Lim(Devon), Brittany Curran(Katie Nolan), Jeff Lima(Leon Cruz), Eric Slater(Thomas Campbell)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
26 November 2013, 21:00
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